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ABSTRACT: In this study, polyamide 6 (PA6)/silicon
nitride whisker (SNW) composites were fabricated via in
situ hydrolytic ring-opening polymerization of e-caprolac-
tam. By this novel method, SNWs can be dispersed uni-
formly in PA6 matrix. The interface interaction between
SNW and PA6 was investigated, and the reinforcing effi-
ciency of SNW on PA6 was evaluated. It was revealed by
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy that a large amount
of polar groups, such as ASiOH, ANH, and ANH2, were
present on the SNWs, by which hydrogen bonding and

covalent bonding can be formed at interface. Mechanical
test showed that at a loading of 5.0 wt % SNW, the tensile
strength, tensile modulus, flexural strength, flexural modu-
lus, and impact strength of PA6/SNW composite were 37.9,
80.5, 60.3, 73.9, and 64% higher than those of neat PA6,
respectively. VVC 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 115:
3376–3384, 2010
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INTRODUCTION

Whiskers are a kind of single crystal with high degree
of structural perfection, elongated shape, and very
thin diameter.1 Because of the limited internal flaws,
whiskers are generally known to exhibit high modu-
lus and strength close to the maximum theoretical
value expected from the theory of elasticity.2 For this
reason, inorganic whisker-reinforced polymer compo-
sites have emerged as a new class of high-perform-
ance composites in recent years. Whiskers, such as
aluminum borate (Al8B4O33),

3–7 zinc oxide (ZnO),8–10

silicon nitride (Si3N4),
11–13 silicon carbide (SiC),12,14

calcium carbonate (CaCO3),
15 potassium titanate

(K2Ti6O13),
2,16–22 aluminum oxide (Al2O3),

23 and alu-
minum nitride (AlN),24,25 have been used as reinforce-
ment filler in various polymer system. Dramatically
improved strength, modulus, and wear resistance of
polymer/whisker composites have been reported by
many researchers.

Polyamide 6 (PA6) is used in a wide range of
engineering applications because of its attractive com-
bination of good mechanical properties and process-
ability.21 To further widen its application as metal
substitute, higher strength and modulus are often

required. Therefore, various fiber reinforcements,
such as glass fiber and carbon fiber, are frequently
added to polyamides.26–31 One disadvantage of using
commercial fibers is the enhancement of the viscosity.
Moreover, the fiber content has to be more than 30%
to get acceptable reinforcing effect. This leads to
difficulties during processing of the composites.1 In
addition, the fiber-reinforced composites are usually
anisotropic in mechanical properties and hetero-
geneous, depending on the fiber size and orienta-
tion, which make them only suitable for structural
application.
It is therefore of interest to find alternatives for

the conventional short fibers. According to the theo-
ries of short fiber composites, the composites
reinforced with thinner, stronger fibers can be antici-
pated to achieve much higher mechanical proper-
ties.18 It’s known that the strength of whiskers is 10
times higher than that of fibers, whereas the size of
the whiskers is orders of magnitude smaller.1 There-
fore, whiskers are reckoned as more effective rein-
forcements than traditional fibers. Different from
fiber-reinforced composites, the whisker composites
have relatively isotropic and homogeneous proper-
ties and are more suitable for preparing small but
precisely dimensioned parts, which are generally
difficult to be reinforced by using fibers. In recent
years, different whiskers have been used to reinforce
polyamides. Shi et al.8 used zinc oxide whisker to
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reinforce PA6 and studied the fracture behavior of
the composites. Besides, potassium titanate whis-
kers21,22 and aluminum borate whiskers7 have also
been used as reinforcements in polyamide compo-
sites. In this study, silicon nitride, a kind of ceramic
whisker, is used to reinforce PA6.

Among numerous inorganic whiskers, silicon
nitride whisker (SNW) is the one that possesses the
highest strength and hardness because of the strong
covalent bonding between each atom.32 Huttinger
and Pierchnick33 reported that the tensile strength
and Young’s modulus of a-Si3N4 whiskers of a few
micrometers in diameter were 30–50 GPa and 550–
750 GPa, respectively. Iwanaga and Kawai32 also
reported that the tensile strength of a-Si3N4 whisker
of 300 nm in diameter was as high as 59 GPa. The
mechanical strength of SNW can be comparable to
that of carbon nanotube. Therefore, SNW can show
much better reinforcing efficiency than other
whiskers. In the past, SNW had been used to rein-
force dental resin by Eichmiller and coworkers,11–13

and its ability in increasing modulus, strength, and
wear resistance of composites had been confirmed.

Uniform dispersion of whiskers in matrix is very
important for satisfactory reinforcement. However,
because of their ultrathin diameter and high aspect
ratio, whiskers prefer to agglomerate and entangle,
which makes it extremely difficult to achieve uni-
form dispersion of whiskers. Traditional twin-screw
extrusion process cannot realize uniform dispersion
of ultrathin fillers, not to mention whiskers with
high aspect ratio. In addition, this method may lead
to an adverse effect: the crystalline structure of
whiskers may be destroyed during processing. To
avoid this side effect and improve the dispersion of
whiskers in matrix, in situ polymerization is often
used.34

In this study, a novel preparation technique,
in situ hydrolytic ring-opening polymerization (IS-
HROP) of e-caprolactam, is adopted to fabricate
PA6/SNW composites. By this technique, the agglo-
meration and entanglement of whiskers can be effec-
tively solved. Besides, emphasis has also been
focused on the strong interface interaction between
PA6 and SNW, which helps explain the excellent
reinforcing efficiency of SNW on PA6.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

SNW was obtained from Hefei Kaier Nanometer
Technology and Development, China. Commercial
grade e-caprolactam was bought from Nanjing Ori-
ental Chemical Company, China. Analytical grade
adipic acid, n-aminocapric acid, and formic acid
were bought from National Reagent Group, China.

Preparation of PA6/SNW composites

A desired amount of SNW was dispersed into a
solution of water and e-caprolactam and then mixed
under strong ultrasonic oscillation for half an hour.
To control the molecular weight of PA6, a predeter-
mined amount of adipic acid was added to the mix-
ture. The mixture was transferred to a 2-L steel
reactor equipped with nitrogen inlet and mechanical
mixer. The air in the reactor was purged completely
using nitrogen. The system was heated to 250–
260�C and the pressure was increased to 2.0–3.0 MPa
simultaneously. Prepolymerization was performed
under this condition for 6 h. Then, the pressure was
decreased to normal atmosphere by discharging
water vapor slowly, and the reaction was further car-
ried out at atmospheric pressure for 2 h. Finally, post-
polymerization was carried out at 260–280�C and
600–1000 Pa for half an hour. PA6/SNW composites
were then obtained and were denoted as PA6SNW-X
(X means the weight percentage of SNW in the com-
posites). For the purpose of comparison, neat PA6
was also prepared without adding SNW.
To show the advantage of IS-HROP in fabricating

PA6/whisker composites, a control composite was
also prepared via traditional in situ polymerization
as described by Ou et al.,34 that is, in situ polymer-
ization of e-caprolactam with n-aminocapric acid as
initiator. The SNW content in the control composite
was 5.0 wt %.
The sample codes, formulation, and the actual

SNW content in final composites are given in Table I.
Before test, all samples were dried under vacuum

at 100�C for 48 h. Thermogravimetric analysis showed
that there was no obvious difference between the the-
oretical and the actual SNW content of the samples.
The treatment processes of all samples were identical
to ensure comparability of the test results.

Separation of PA6-grafted SNW

PA6SNW-5 (1 g) was dissolved in 10 mL of formic
acid, and then the whiskers were separated by
centrifugation. The same dissolution-centrifugation
process was repeated eight times to make sure that
the free PA6 was removed completely. Then, the
whiskers obtained were dried in a vacuum oven at
100�C for 24 h to remove the residual formic acid.

Characterization

A Waters-991 gel permeation chromatography instru-
ment was used to evaluate the weight-average
molecular weight (Mw) and the polydispersition
(Mw/Mn) of PA6, where Mn is the number-average
molecular weight, by calibration with a PA6 stand-
ard. The measurements were performed at 35�C on
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polymeric solutions in m-cresol (c ¼ 0.5 g/dL). All
samples were solved by m-cresol and were filtered
through a filter to remove SNW and SNW-bound
PA6. PA6 in the filtrate was precipitated by acetone
and dried under vacuum at 80�C for 12 h.

The micromorphology of as-received SNW and
its dispersion in composites were observed using field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM;
Sirion 200) at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. All sam-
ples for FE-SEM were gold-sputtered for 50 s.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed
on a Rigaku D/Max-III X-ray diffraction analyzer
equipped with a rotating-anode generator system
using Cu Ka (k ¼ 0.15406 nm) radiation at an oper-
ating current of 200 mA with 2y varying between 5�

and 80�. The scanning speed was 1�/min and the
step size was 0.05�.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR;
Nicolet 170SX) was used to determine the chem-
ical composition of SNW and PA6-grafted SNW
(SNW-g-PA6) in the range of 400–4000 cm�1 with a
resolution of 4 cm�1. A minimum of 32 scans were
signal-averaged.

For mechanical tests, the samples were directly
injection-molded into standard test specimens accord-
ing to ASTM procedures. Tensile tests were per-
formed using an Instron Universal Testing machine
series 1122 according to ASTM D 638 at a crosshead
speed of 50 mm/min. Bending tests were carried out
using the same instrument according to ASTM D 790
at a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. The Izod impact
strength was measured according to ASTM D 256
using an Izod machine Model CSI-137D.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strength and modulus of SNW

For designing whisker-reinforced composites, it is
important to evaluate the strength of whiskers
because there is a size effect influencing the strength
of whiskers. It is well known that the strength of
single-crystal whiskers increases with decreasing
whisker diameter, because the smaller the diameter

of the whiskers, the fewer the crystal defects in the
whiskers.32

Figure 1 shows the SEM pictures of as-received
SNW at different magnifications. Figure 1(A) shows
that the SNWs have regular rod-like shape and are
10–30 lm in length. It can be seen from Figure 1(B)
that the SNWs are 150–250 nm in diameter and the
average diameter is about 200 nm. The average
aspect ratio is evaluated to be about 80–100.

TABLE I
Formulation, Sample Codes, and Composition of the Prepared Samples

Sample code
e-Caprolactam

(g)
SNW
(g)

Water
(g)

Adipic
acid (g)

n-Aminocapric
acid (g)

SNW (wt %)

Theoreticala Experimentalb

PA6 2000 0 200 20.0 0 0 0
PA6SNW1 1980 20 400 19.8 0 1.0 1.03
PA6SNW3 1940 60 400 19.4 0 3.0 3.07
PA6SNW5 1900 100 600 19.0 0 5.0 5.12
Control composite 1800 100 0 19.0 100 5.0 5.08

a The weight percent of SNW was calculated assuming full conversion of e-caprolactam.
b The experimental value was calculated by measuring the residue after the samples were sintered in a muffle furnace

at 800�C for an hour.

Figure 1 SEM images of as-received SNWs at different
magnification. The sample for SEM was prepared by dis-
persing SNWs in ethanol and then dropping on a glass
plate.
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One of the most important reasons for the high
strength of whiskers is their perfect crystal structure.
Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of SNW and the
stick pattern of a-Si3N4 single crystals obtained from
single-crystal calculation and the Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database (ICSD). It is obvious that the SNW
used in this study is a-form Si3N4. The diffractogram
in Figure 2(A) shows very sharp peaks, confirming
the perfect crystal structure of SNW.

For single-crystal whiskers, it is extremely difficult
to measure their strength and modulus because of
their ultrathin size. The relationship between the
strength and diameter of a-Si3N4 whisker has been
established by Iwanaga and Kawai’s32 work. Through
a sensitive procedure, Kawai has measured the
strength of a-Si3N4 whisker with different diameters.
It has been reported that the strength of a-Si3N4

whisker with a diameter of 300 nm is about 59 GPa.
Huttinger et al.33 reported that the Young’s modulus
of a-Si3N4 whisker of a few micrometers in diameter
is 550–750 GPa. Because the a-Si3N4 whiskers used in
this study have smaller diameter, higher strength and
modulus can reasonably be expected.

Dispersion of SNWs in PA6 matrix

The dispersion of whiskers in polymer matrix is very
important for a satisfactory reinforcing efficiency,
because only when the whiskers are dispersed uni-
formly in polymer matrix, each of them can bear
stress evenly when load is added. However, because
of the high aspect ratio and ultrafine structure,
whiskers prefer to agglomerate or entangle. Figure 3
shows the SEM picture of SNW powder. It is obvious
that SNWs mainly exist in the form of large agglomer-
ates. Therefore, it is very difficult to realize uniform
dispersion of these whiskers in PA6 matrix.

It has been proven that traditional melt-mixing
method by twin-screw extruder cannot realize uniform
dispersion of nanofillers, not to mention the whiskers
with high aspect ratio.34 To realize uniform dispersion
of whiskers, in situ polymerization was adopted to pre-
pare PA6SNW composites in this work.
In situ polymerization is a method in which fillers

or reinforcements are dispersed in monomer first
and then this mixture was polymerized using the
technique similar to bulk polymerization.34 For PA6,
there are two typical kinds of in situ polymerization:
(i) in situ hydrolytic ring-opening polymerization of
e-caprolactam under high pressure and high temper-
ature in the presence of water and (ii) polyconden-
sation of e-caprolactam with aminocaproic acid as
initiator. In this study, PA6/SNW composites have
been prepared via these two methods, and the dis-
persion state of SNW in the composites fabricated
by these two processes was evaluated.
SEM pictures of PA6SNW-5 prepared via IS-

HROP are presented in Figure 4. From low magnifi-
cation [Fig. 4(A)] to high magnification [Fig. 4(B)],
no agglomeration of SNW can be found, indicating
the uniform dispersion of SNW in PA6 matrix.
As comparison, the SEM images of the control com-

posite prepared via polycondensation of e-caprolac-
tam under normal atmosphere are shown in Figure 5.
It can be easily found that obvious agglomeration of
SNWs exists, indicating that the dispersion of
whiskers in the control composites is very poor.
By the comparison between Figures 4 and 5, it can

be concluded that IS-HROP is an effective method to
fabricate PA6/whisker composite with uniform disper-
sion. The success of this method mainly lies in the fact
that the polymerization was performed in the presence
of high-temperature boiling water, which can effec-
tively prevent SNWs from precipitating and agglomer-
ating, and also help disentangle the coil of whiskers.

Figure 2 (A) XRD patterns of as-received SNW and (B)
stick pattern of a-Si3N4 crystals obtained from single-
crystal calculation and the Inorganic Crystal Structure
Database (ICSD).

Figure 3 SEM image of SNW at low magnification, show-
ing the agglomeration and entanglement between whiskers.
SNW powder was directly used for SEM observation.
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Interface interaction between SNW and PA6 matrix

Interfacial affinity has been found to be one of the
most important factors in determining the mechani-
cal properties of composites. Good interaction at
interface can improve the mechanical properties of
composites, but poor interactions may lead to an
increase of defects at interface and, further, prema-
ture material fracture under low load.35

Because of the presence of amide groups in PA6
chains, chemical bonding such as hydrogen bonding
can be easily formed at the interface between PA6
matrix and polar inorganic fillers, such as silicate or
hydroxyapatite. Of course, for stoichiometric silicon
nitride with N/Si molar ratio of 1.333, it cannot
form hydrogen bonding with PA6 at interface
because it does not contain oxygen or hydrogen.
However, the atoms in outermost layer of SNW are
highly reactive because the N and Si are in unsatu-
rated state. Therefore, SNW can quickly react with
oxygen or water upon exposure to air even at room
temperature,36,37 as shown in Figure 6. So, the sur-
face layer of commercial silicon nitride has a signifi-
cant amount of functional groups, such as Si2ANH,
SiANH2, and SiAOH.38,39 The reaction mechanism

has been discussed in great detail by Brow and Pan-
tano,37 and the presence of these groups on the sur-
face of silicon nitride particles has been confirmed
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
Because of the presence of these polar groups on

the surface of SNW, there may be two kinds of inter-
action models relevant for the PA6/SNW system.
First, the polar groups present on the SNW surface
can form hydrogen bonds with the amide groups of
PA6, according to the scheme shown in Figure 7.
Second, some PA6 chains may be grafted to the sur-
face of SNWs via covalent bond. This model is

Figure 4 SEM picture of PA6/SNW composite, showing
the uniform dispersion of SNW in PA6 matrix. The load-
ing of SNW in the composite is 5.0 wt %.

Figure 5 SEM images of the control composite prepared
via polycondensation of e-caprolactam under normal
atmosphere, in which obvious agglomeration of SNWs can
be found. The SNW loading in the control composite is
5.0 wt %.

Figure 6 The formation mechanism of polar groups on
the surface of SNWs.
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mainly based on the presence of amine groups on
the surface of SNWs and the reactivity of these
ANH2 groups with carboxyl groups. It is clear that
the PA6 synthesized via polymerization of e-capro-
lactam always has an end carboxyl group. When the
ANH2 groups present on the surface of SNWs react
with the end carboxyl groups of PA6, some PA6
chains can be grafted on the surface of SNWs via
covalent bond, as shown in Figure 8.

To confirm the fact that some PA6 chains have
been grafted on SNWs, SNWs were separated form
PA6/SNW composite by a procedure mentioned
previously and characterized using FTIR. Figure 9
shows the FTIR spectra of SNWs separated from
PA6/SNW composites and as-received SNWs. In
Figure 9(A), the pronounced absorption band with
maximum at 974 cm�1 is assigned to the backbone
vibration of SiANASi. In addition to the characteris-
tic peak of silicon nitride, some other peaks also
appear in the FTIR spectrum of SNW, which means
that other groups are also present on the SNWs. The
band at about 3422 cm�1 arises from mOH þmNH
combination band.38 The absorption band at 1631
cm�1 is assigned to the NAH shear vibration. The

band at 1384 cm�1 is attributed to the bending mode
of hydroxyl groups.40 The absorption at 1030 cm�1,
as well as a broad and weak band at 502 cm�1 in
Figure 9(A), is probably indicative of the presence of
SiO2. From the analysis, it is clear that the SNWs
used in this study really contain a large amount of
polar groups.
In Figure 9(B), in addition to the absorption peaks

corresponding to SNW, the most prominent peaks
occur at about 3300, 2960, 2860, 1640, and 1548 cm�1.
The band at 3300 cm�1 arises from the hydrogen-
bonded NAH stretch of PA6. The two bands at 2960
and 2860 cm�1 confirm the existence of ACH2A. The
band at 1640 cm�1 is assigned to the amide I C¼¼O
mode of PA6. The existence of these characteristic
peaks of PA6 confirms that the surface of SNWs is
coated with a layer of PA6.35 Considering that the
sample was washed many times before testing and
free PA6 has been washed away completely, it can
be concluded that the PA6 molecules are connected
with the surface of silicon nitride whiskers by cova-
lent bond instead of physical absorption.
Figure 10 shows the SEM images of the impact

fracture surface of PA6SNW-5, from which the mor-
phology of SNWs pulled out from PA6 matrix can
be clearly observed. It can be seen that PA6 matrix
is strongly attached to the SNW at the bottom. In
addition, the surface of SNW is covered with a layer
of PA6 matrix, which makes the surface of SNWs
looks very coarse. This morphology reflects that
strong adhesion exists at the interface between
SNWs and PA6 matrix.

Mechanical properties

The Mw and Mw/Mn of PA6, PA6/SNWs, and the
control composite have no obvious difference (as

Figure 7 Schematic diagram of hydrogen bonding
between SNWs and PA6. The dashed line represents hydro-
gen bonds.

Figure 8 Overall scheme for the grafting of PA6 on SNWs.

Figure 9 FTIR spectra of (a) SNWs and (b) SNW-g-PA6.
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shown in Table II). Therefore, it is feasible to com-
pare their mechanical properties.

The results of tensile and flexural tests are sum-
marized in Table III, and the representative stress–
strain curves of PA6, control composite, and PA6/
SNW composites are shown in Figure 11.

Compared with pure PA6, it can be seen from
Table III and Figure 11 that the tensile strength, flex-
ural strength, and modulus of PA6/SNW compo-
sites are considerably increased by the incorporation
of SNWs, although elongation at break decreases.
The decreased elongation at break may originate
from the formation of microvoids because of

debonding of whiskers from the polymer matrix
upon failure, as is often the case with nanofiller-rein-
forced polymer composites.41 The flexural strength,
flexural modulus, tensile strength, and tensile modu-
lus of PA6SNW5 are 132, 3200, 91.3, and 2889 MPa,
respectively, which are 60.3, 73.9, 37.9, and 80.5%
higher than those of pure PA6. The obvious mechan-
ical property improvement confirms the excellent
reinforcing effect of SNWs on PA6.
The excellent reinforcing effect of SNW on PA6

can be attributed to the strong interface interaction
and the superhigh strength and modulus of SNW.
Attention should also be paid to the comparison of
mechanical properties between PA6SNW5 and the
control composite. Although the SNW loading in
these two composites is identical, the strength and
modulus of the control composite are much lower
than that of PA6SNW5. For example, the tensile
strength of the control composite is 76.6 MPa, which
is 14.3 MPa lower than that of PA6SNW5. There are
four factors that mainly influence the reinforcing
effect of filler: the strength and toughness of fillers,
the shape of fillers, the interface between fillers and
matrix, and the dispersion state of filler in matrix.
The former three factors are identical to both
PA6SNW5 and the control composite. Therefore, the
big difference in mechanical properties can be
mainly attributed to the different dispersion state of
whiskers in these two samples. As confirmed by
SEM previously, the SNWs are uniformly dispersed
in PA6SNW5. Therefore, almost each whisker can
function as stress-bearing backbone. However, in the
control composite, SNWs mainly exist in the form of

Figure 10 SEM images of SNWs from PA6 matrix, show-
ing the strong interface interaction.

TABLE II
Weight-Average Molecular Weight (Mw) and

Distribution (Mw/Mn) of PA6, PA6SNWs, and the
Control Composite

Sample code Mn (kg/mol) Mw (kg/mol) Mw/Mn

PA6 13.6 21.4 1.57
PA6SNW1 14.0 21.8 1.56
PA6SNW3 14.5 23.1 1.59
PA6SNW5 14.8 22.8 1.54
Control composite 14.7 22.8 1.55

TABLE III
Tensile and Flexural Properties of PA6, Control Composite,

and PA6/SNW Composites

Material

Tensile Flexural

Strength
(MPa)

Modulus
(MPa)

Elongation
at break (%)

Strength
(MPa)

Modulus
(MPa)

PA6 66.2 1600 120 82.3 1840
PA6/SNW1 73.4 2143 34.2 101 2350
PA6/SNW3 82.2 2543 27.5 118 2860
PA6/SNW5 91.3 2889 23.3 132 3200
Control composite 76.6 2457 9.4 121 2950
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large agglomerates. Therefore, these whiskers cannot
bear stress synchronously and evenly.

Because of the elongated shape and super high
strength, whiskers are effective in bridging micro-
cracks and preventing them from propagating into
macrocracks.12 Therefore, the incorporation of sin-
gle-crystal whiskers into polymer often contributes
to an increased toughness of the composite, which
has been widely confirmed by many researchers,
and the toughening mechanism of whiskers on poly-
mers has also been elucidated in some literatures.42

The results of Izod notched impact test are shown
in Figure 12. It can be seen that the impact strength
of PA6SNW composites increases obviously with
the increasing loading of SNW, indicating that SNW
has good toughening efficiency on PA6. In particu-
lar, the notched impact strength of PA6SNW5 is
128 J/m, which is 64% higher than that of pure PA6
(78 J/m) and also 34.7% higher than that of the
control composite (95.4 J/m). The higher impact
strength of PA6SNW5 compared with the control

composite can be attributed to the uniform disper-
sion of SNW.

CONCLUSIONS

PA6/SNW composites were prepared via in situ
hydrolytic ring-opening polymerization of e-capro-
lactam. The reinforcing and toughening efficiency of
SNW on PA6 was evaluated.
IS-HROP is an effective method to fabricate PA6/

whisker composite with uniform dispersion. The suc-
cess of this method mainly lies in the fact that the
polymerization is performed in the presence of high-
temperature boiling water, which can effectively pre-
vent SNWs from precipitating and agglomerating and
also help disentangle the agglomerates of whiskers.
FTIR analysis reveals that a large amount of polar

groups, such as ANH, ASiOH, and ANH2 groups,
are present on SNW. Hydrogen bonds can be
formed at interface between these polar groups and
the amide groups of PA6. Besides, some PA6 chains
have been grafted on the SNW surface via the con-
densation reaction between the amine groups pres-
ent on SNW and the end carboxyl groups of PA6.
The incorporation of SNW can remarkably

increase not only the strength and modulus but also
the impact strength of PA6, which can be mainly
attributed to the superhigh strength, modulus, good
toughness of silicon nitride, and strong interface
interaction between PA6 matrix and SNW. However,
the excellent reinforcing efficiency of SNWs can be
displayed only when they are dispersed uniformly
in PA6 matrix. Otherwise, the reinforcing effect of
SNWs would be decreased because of the severe
agglomeration and entanglement of whiskers.

Figure 11 Representative stress–strain curves of PA6,
PA6SNW composites with different SNW, and the control
composite. (A) Tensile stress–stain curves and (B) flexural
stress–strain curves.

Figure 12 Notched impact strength of the PA6SNW com-
posites as a function of SNW loading. Values of the con-
trol composites are shown with open symbols. Each value
is the mean with error bar showing one standard devia-
tion (SD) of six measurements (n ¼ 6).
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